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REUSE PLASTIC BAGS AGAIN & AGAIN 

Use to create handicraft & junk art 

Cover the hole on the thatch of a hut

To make a scarecrow  (DIRUSHTI BOMMAI )

To block a hole 

To  mix with bitumen and lay a road (The 

plastics will hold the bitumen together free 

from disintegration)

Grow saplings 





REUSE PLASTIC BAGS AGAIN & AGAIN 

Make it a rain coat or rain bonnet 

Use it as a furniture / car seat cover

To Keep a bunch of them as “Caution Road 

Ahead” when there are potholes in the road 

Make a purse / wallet / hand bag 

Use it as a trash can bags 

Use it as a depositary of  soiled diapers







Rain Cover Cover 



















Use them as a container for dog poop retrieved out 

of the yard by turning the bag inside-out, putting 

your hand in it like a make-shift glove and grabbing 

the poop. Once you've grabbed the poop, use your 

other hand to turn the bag right side out and the 

poop will magically be inside the bag. Be sure to 

use a bag that doesn't have any holes in it !!!

Make  a  mattress/ pillow by stuffing plastics

To carry goods and packing to avoid breakage 

Use them as packing material in lieu of the dreaded 

white foam peanut

M2 Maximum Reuse of PLASTIC WASTE 



Tear a piece of the bag off and use it a seal before 

screwing a cap back onto a bottle or jar that might 

decide to leak

Use them as a food-stain-proof cook book cover

Use large plastic bags to keep lawn furniture 

covered

Use them as small-but-handy lawn clean-up bags

Use them to store wet beach clothes in 

Use them as luggage when traveling. 

Use them as you would a rubber glove 

Use them as a kite to keep a kid (or yourself) 

amused

M2 Maximum Reuse of PLASTIC WASTE 



Use them to catch stray paint droplets when you are painting

Use them as flags

Use them as a doggie bag when you are in a restaurant and 

want to take a piece of chicken home with you in a purse or 

pocket

Use them to store dirty clothes in, use large ones to cover clothes 

in a closet or while traveling to keep the clothes clean when you 

are traveling

Use them to protect the plaster cast so you can take a shower 

after you break your foot

Use them as freezer bags

Use them to wrap up leftovers to keep them from drying out in 

the refrigerator
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Use them as bread bags for homemade bread made in an electric 

bread maker

Use large ones to slip over ceiling fan blades when cleaning the 

blades to catch the dust and keep it from falling on the floor

Use them as a toy 

Use them as handy sick bags when someone is feeling nausea

Put them on your wiper blades and mirrors in the winter to keep them 

free from snow and ice

Use one to hold your clothespins when you are hanging your clothes 

out to dry

Use one to carry junk foods in

Store wet paint brushes in them after you've washed out the 

paintbrush
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Use them as inexpensive home insulation

Use them when re-upholstering boat seats between the 

foam padding and the vinyl upholstery to make the seats 

semi-water proof

Use them to put used oil filters in to keep them from 

contaminating the rest of the trash

Use them as flexible molds for the spray foam that hardens 

to fill in holes in walls, etc.

Use them as a porta-potty liner

Use them to store rugs in

Weave them into an inexpensive rug!!!!

Lining for Blanket – Good if you live in a cold climate

Door stopper
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Face Mask

Cushion to take load on head Massage

Fishing

Blind fold game 

Use them to show Road signals

To make attractive Banners to display

Spread sheets on surfaces prone to dust

To patch up the torn leather or other kinds bags

Use them as CD covers 

Make them into neat and decent envelops

Use to make Poster presentation in competitions you 

participate

M2 Maximum Reuse of PLASTIC WASTE 



Equalizing a table or a desk by inserting crushed 

covers where the four legs are not of equal length

Coverage materials of the sides of the door of an 

AC room to avoid wastage of coolness

To cover up an overflowing of dripping taps until it 

is repaired

Tie colored attractive covers on female accessories 

like bangles, chains to make  them look unique

A head band

Attach many thin covers to make them book marks
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Disposal of infectious and hazardous materials like 

Injections, Cotton, needles, lancets, blood drawn 

capillary tubes etc in a lab or clinics in a safe 

manner

Use them to make artificial striking nails for females

In POOJA DEEBAMS to avoid leakage of oil onto the 

walls or surfaces its kept, Covering up the velakku

Cover up the battery of the cell phone and then 

fixing the lover cover to avoiding water getting into 

the circuits to a certain extent.

M2 Maximum Reuse of PLASTIC WASTE 


